How to Use the Construction Manual Effectively

In all pages of the manual, apart from the Assemblies and Introduction folders are linked to other pages in the manual, as is this document for you to try.

To navigate easily within the manual, all that is needed is to click on the folder name you require, as in figure 1.

- using the hand tool or select tool a link is easily recognised by the icon changing from 👥 to 👰

Figure 1. Main Index.

When you click on a link on the Main Index page you go the corresponding folder cover sheet as shown in Figure 2. L.V. Construction folder.
On each of the cover pages there are grey boxes with links to the destination stated e.g. *Back to MAIN INDEX*.

To aid in navigating back to the previous page in the adobe manual right click in the page navigation area of the tool bar and select *Show All Page Navigation Tools* Figure 3.

Now to go back to the previous page before selecting a link, click the blue Previous View button or alternatively use keyboard shortcut Alt+Left Arrow.
To search for a particular drawing number/stock code/drawing title or any text use keyboard shortcut Ctrl + F or from the menu > Edit > Find
This will open a search box similar to figure 5

Figure 5. Search Box

All construction drawings have links directly to the assemblies associated.
e.g. If you click on Assy 64-1 in Figure 6 it will open up the assembly drawing.

Figure 6. Construction Drawing
Figure 7. Assembly 64

Remember Alt + Left Arrow to return to the construction drawing.